
#noid
PURE: It's a pure object, 

a class-based 
aggregation of fields

#idobj
IDENTITY: It's an identity 

object type

#broadcmp
The `==` operator does 
more work ⇒ must be a 

#noid

#fastcmp
The `==` operator is a 

pointer compare ⇒ must 
be an #idobj

#isitfastcmp
Does the equality 

operator (`==`) a simple 
pointer compare?

#twonewoneobj
Two `new` expressions, 
same value ⇒ must be a 

#noid

#evernew
`new` makes fresh object 
identities ⇒ it's an #idobj

#isitevernew
Does `new` always make 
a fresh instance, with a 

new pointer?

#immutable
No mutation or 

synchronization ⇒ could 
be a #noid

#mutable
Mutable or 

`synchronized` member 
⇒ must be an #idobj

#isitmutable
Can you mutate or 

synchronize it?

#polymorphicagain
Not concrete ⇒ abstract 

polymorphic.

#array
A length field and 

components ⇒ it's an 
#array

#isitidobj
Next, does it have an 

object identity?
Answer one of the 

following questions about 
your concrete reference 

type…

#isitconcrete
Is this reference type 

non-concrete?

#isitclassy
Is this reference type 

defined by a class-like 
body?

#ref
REF: It's a reference type

#boxed
Would you like it in a 
box? ⇒ as a #noid

#exprim
EX-PRIM: It's an 

extended primitive type

#scalarprim
No class, no fields ⇒ a 
legacy scalar primitive

#isitprimclass
Is this primitive defined 
by a class-like body?

#prim
PRIM: It's a primitive, not 

a reference

#invariant
No subtypes ⇒ could be 

a #prim

#polymorphic
Distinct subtypes ⇒ must 

be a #ref

#isitpolymorphic
Is it a polymorphic type?

#loose
All-zero default, maybe 

races ⇒ must be a #prim

#secure
Secure construction is 
required ⇒ it's a #ref

#isitsecure
Must every instance 

come from a constructor 
execution?

#nonrecursive
A non-recursive tuple ⇒ 

could be a #prim

#circular
Circular self-reference ⇒ 

must be a #ref

#isitcircular
Does it contain itself 

circularly?

#antinull
It rejects `null` ⇒ it's a 

#prim

#nullable
Yes, it likes `null` ⇒ it's a 

#ref

#isitnullable
Can a variable of this 
type take `null` as a 

value?

#reforprim
First, decide if it is a 

reference or primitive:
Pick one of the following 
questions to answer…

#START
Oh, look, you found a 
Java field type (or are 

seeking one now).


